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I. INTRODUCTION

Learning Disability Is A Term Currently Used To Describe A Group Of Neurological Conditions That Interfere With A Person’s Learning. Under The Umbrella Term LD, There Are Disorders Related To Listening, Speaking, Reading, Reasoning, And Mathematical Calculation. Individuals With LD Have Intelligence In The Near Average, Average, Or Above Average Range. Because These Individuals Do Not Appear To Be Different, Difficulties Are Not Expected. The Impact Of The Conditions May Range From Mild To Severe Based On The Neurological Deficits Or Damage. According To National Joint Committee For Learning Disabilities (Njcl, USA, 1997) “Learning Disabilities Is A General Term That Refers To The Heterogeneous Group Of Disorders Manifested By Significant Difficulties In The Acquisition And Use Of Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, Reasoning, Or Mathematical Abilities. These Disorders Are Intrinsic To The Individual, Presumed To Be Due To Central Nervous Dysfunction, And May Occur Across The Life Span”. The Learning Disabled Children Might Have Problems In The Areas Of Attention, Memory, Perception, Motor Functioning, Processing Speed, Planning And Problem Solving Skills. These Deficits Are Due To Developmental Brain Damages So Remedial Training (Enhancement Of Attention, Memory, Working Memory, Processing Speed) Plays An Important Role In The Management Of Learning Disabilities. According To Kolb (1995), Neuroplasticity Is Considered To Be The Brain’s Capacity To Change Either At The Microlevel (I.E., Cellular/Network Level), Known As Neural-Plasticity, Or At The Macro Level (I.E., Behavioural/System Level), Known As Behavioural Plasticity, Allowing The Brain To Respond Environmental Changes Or Changes In The Organism Itself. Neuroplasticity Refers To Structural And Functional Changes In The Brain That Are Brought About By Training And Experience. In The Case Of Learning Disabilities Training, Various Training Programmes For The Enhancement Of Cognitive Skills Such As Attention, Memory, Processing Speed And Problem Solving Skills Play An Important Role In The Structural And Functional Change In The Brain. This Change Is Known As The Phenomena Of Neuroplasticity.

Neurobiological Effects Of Learning Disability Remediation


Neural Plasticity Is Multiple And Includes Biochemical, Physiologic, And Structural Changes. The Consequences Of These Changes, Which Express Themselves In Behavioral Plasticity, Are Likewise Multiple. Micro Level Plasticity Allows The Brain To Learn New Behaviors And Skills. By The Same Token, The Behavior Itself Can Alter The Brain, Which In Turn Reinforces That Behavior. Thus, Plasticity Both Results From And Induces Behavioral Changes. Brain Damage Results In Neuropsychological Changes In The Brain That Modify Behaviors, And These Behaviors, In Turn, Produce Further Changes In The Brain. In A More Empirical And Functional Approach To Plasticity, Which Focuses At The Macro Systemic Level, Frackowiack (1997) Argues That, Plasticity Should Be Viewed As The Changes Of Neural Function Over Time, Or, More Specifically, The Changes Effected By Repeated Behavior Following An Injury. Thus, Plasticity Represents The Changes In Brain Activity Associated With The Tasks Performed (E.G., Action, Perception, Cognition) In An Attempt To Compensate For The Impaired Functions.

Plasticity And Remediation

It Has Long Been Thought That Hebbian Learning Primarily Occurs During Early Critical Periods Of Development When Sensory Neural Maps Are Established For A Lifetime. However, Single Cell Physiological Studies Demonstrating That These Maps Can Be Substantially Altered At The Cortical Level, By Intensive Behavioral Training In Adult Animals, Has Significantly Challenged That Perspective.

In The Early 1990s, My Colleagues Michael Merzenich, Steve Miller, Bill Jenkins, And I Began Discussing Whether The Results Of The Neuroplasticity-Based Behavioral Training Studies In Animals That He Had Been Conducting In His Laboratory, Particularly Those Pertaining To Enhancing The Capacity To Segment Rapidly Successive Auditory Events, Might Be Applied To Children With Language Learning Impairments And Rapid Auditory Processing Problems. These Discussions Led To A Series Of Laboratory Studies, And Subsequently To The Development Of A Novel, Computerized Training Approach Called Fast Forward. Fast Forward Incorporates Two Simultaneous Approaches To Intervention. In One Approach, Subjects Indicate The Temporal Order Of Sweep Tones That Are Either Rising Or Falling In Pitch. These Stimuli Were Specifically Designed To Cover The Range Of Frequencies And Speeds That Typify The Acoustic Frequency Changes That Occur In Formant Transitions In Consonants. The Exercise Begins At An Easy Level With Longer Duration Stimuli Presented Relatively Slowly (With Long Isis). The Computer Program Adaptively Changes (Increases Or Decreases) The Duration Of Stimulus Presentation Based On Each Subject's Trial-By-Trial Performance. The Goal Of The Exercise Is To Increase The Ability To Process More Rapidly Changing Acoustic Stimuli To Obtain Levels Typicallyfound In The Acoustic Changes That Characterizephonemes Within Syllables And Words. In The Second Approach, We Use A Computer Algorithm To Acoustically Modify (Temporarily Extend And Emphasize) The Rapidly Successive Acoustic Changes That Occur With Ongoing Speech. This Acoustically Modified Speech Algorithm Is Used In A Series Of Exercises Designed To Train Individual Components Of Language And Reading At All Levels, From The Phoneme To The Whole Sentence. Within All Of These Exercises, As Linguistic Performance Improves, The Amount Of Acoustic Modification Adaptively Decreases So That The Stimuli Becoming Increasingly More Natural. The Goal Of The Entire Series Of Fast Forward Exercises, As Linguistic Performance Improves, The Amount Of Acoustic Modification Adaptively Decreases So That The Stimuli Becoming Increasingly More Natural. The Goal Of Entire Series Of Fast Forward Exercise Is To Improve Multiple Aspects Of Oral And Written Language Comprehension And Fluency.

In The Original Laboratory Studies, Two Matched Groups Of Children With Significant Language Learning Impairments Participated In Daily Training For Approximately Three Hours Per Day For Four Weeks. Only The Fast Forward Language Exercises Were Evaluated In This Study. The Experimental Group Was
Trained With The Two Approaches Described Above. The Treatment Control Group Received The Same Language Intervention, But With Speech That Was Not Modified, And Instead Of The Auditory Tone Sequencing Exercise, The Control Group Played Non-Temporally Adapted Visual Computer games. After Training, The Experimental Groupshowed Significantly Greater Improvement Than The Control Group On The Rate of Acoustic Processing, Speech Discrimination, And Performance On Standardized Language Tests. The Language gains made by The Experimental Group were Dramatic, Bringing Many, But Not All, Of These Children Into The Normal Range (Merzenich et al., 1996; Tallal et al., 1996).

These Results Have Significant Theoretical As Well As Practical Implications. They Provided Strong Empirical Support For The Hypothesis That Basic Acoustic Spectrotemporal Processing Constraints Play A Significant Role In Language Learning Impairment By Demonstrating that When The Precision Of Spectrotemporal Processing Is Significantly Enhanced Phonological Processing, As Well As Higher Level Aspects Of Linguistic Processing, Significantly Improves. Furthermore, Results Showed A Strikingly High Correlation Between The Degree Of Improvement In Rapid spectrotemporal Acoustic Analysis And The Degree Of Improvement In Language Comprehension.

These Results Were First Replicated And Extended To The Treatment Of Dyslexia In An Independent Study With French Children using A Similar Acoustic Modification Algorithm To Train Phonological Awareness Abilities (Habibet al., 2002). More Recently, Additional Fast Forward Intervention Programs Have Been Designed To Move Children From Language To Reading, And Then Through Multiple Levels Of Reading Skills, Further Extending This Intervention Approach To Struggling Readers. Thus, In Addition To The Theoretical Implications, These Laboratory Studies Have Had Considerable Practical Implications. They Led To The Development Of A Series Of Commercially Available Neurolinguistic-Based Computer Intervention Programs For Treating A Wide Variety Of Language And Reading Problems That Have Been Extensively Field Tested In Schools And Clinics. To Date, These Intervention Procedures Have Been Applied To Over 375,000 Children In Over 2,000 Schools And Clinics In English Speaking Countries.

As Is The Case With Any Intervention, Not All Children Improved To The Same Extent, And Some Not At All. Furthermore, Many Children In The Control Group Who Received The Same Intensive Language Intervention, But Without The Benefit Of The Acoustically Modified Speech Or Rap Training, Also Improved, Leading To Questions About The Specificity Of The Results To The Temporal Manipulations Per Se. Aspects Of This Intervention Share Some Features In Common With Many Other Successful Treatment Approaches, Specifically The Intensity And Consistency Of Treatment As Well As Explicit Training Of One Or More Components Of Language Or Reading (Ehri et al., 2001; Gillam & Van Kleek, 1996; Torgesen, 2000; Wise, Ring, & Oslon, 1999). However, These Factors Were Explicitly Addressed In Randomized Treatment Control Laboratory Studies. While Both Groups Showed Significant Gains Over Baseline Performance On Language Measures, The Experimental Group Receiving Language Training With Acoustically Modified Speech, Coupled With Rap Training, Showed A Statistically Significant Advantage Over The Treatment Control Group (Tallal et al., 1996). Thus, These Results Cannot Simply Be Attributed To More General Factors Such As Novelty Of Computer Intervention, Intensity Of Intervention, Or Amount Of Reinforcement As These Variables Were Controlled Across Groups.

Despite Good Overall Success With These First-Generation Neurolinguistic-Based Computerized Training Approaches, There Remains A Percentage Of Children Who Improve Only Slightly, Or Not At All. And, As Is The Case With All Intervention Strategies, Specifically Those Applied In Multiple Types Of Classroom Settings, Compliance To Protocol And The Percent Of Program Completion Will Significantly Alter Outcomes And Efficacy. Long-Term Follow Up Studies Of Trained Children Are Needed, Together With A Better Understanding Of Individual Difference In Outcomes That May Be Influenced By The Clinical Profile And Learning Environment Of Each Child. Studies Focusing On More Effective Ways To Translate Laboratory Research Into Clinical And Education Practice Are Also Sorely Needed. Finally, Additional Research Is Needed To Better Understand Which Specific Components Of This And Other Intervention Programs Drive Which Specific Outcomes, And For Which Specific Children.

The Language To Literacy Link

The Laboratory And Field Trials Described Above Demonstrated That A Novel Form Of Neural Plasticity-Based Training Can Be Highly Successful In Increasing The Oral Language Skills Of Children With A Variety Of Language-Based Learning Disorders. Other Investigators Have Hypothesized That Phoneme Awareness Deficits, That Are Widely Accepted To Be The Core Deficit Of Dyslexia, Derived From "Fuzzy" Neural Representations For Distinct Phonemes. The Fastforward Training Programs, That Explicitly Focuses On Sharpening Neural Representations For Distinct Phonemes, Would Sharpen Neural Representation In The Auditory System, Leading To Enhanced Ability To Segment Words Into Component Sounds, Thus Improving Decoding And Other Reading Skills. However, Until Recently, This Hypothesis Had Not Been Put To An Empirical Test In A Controlled Laboratory Study.
Recently, a group at Stanford University (Temple et al., 2000, 2003) used behavioral as well as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to evaluate the effectiveness of fast forward language training in remediating adult dyslexic subjects as well as children with dyslexia. Previous studies by a number of researchers using fMRI have demonstrated consistently that both adults and children with dyslexia have aberrant metabolic activity during phonological processing tasks in language areas in the temporal-parietal region of the left hemisphere (for review, see Temple, 2002). The goal of the Stanford studies was to determine whether the aberrant metabolic activity in temporoparietal cortex, observed in individuals with dyslexia while performing phonological awareness tasks, would be ameliorated after neuroplasticity-based training (Temple et al., 2000, 2003). In the latter study, 20 children who met clinical criteria for developmental dyslexia and 12 typical readers matched for age, socioeconomic status, and intelligence, received two fMRI scans at approximately eight weeks apart while performing a letter rhyming task. Between scans, the dyslexic children completed the fast forward language training program. Recall that this version of fast forward focuses on increasing the rate of auditory processing as well as improving attention, memory, and oral language skills. After training, performance on all measures of oral language (receptive and expressive) as well as all measures of reading (word identification, word attack, passive comprehension) showed significant improvement in the group of subjects with dyslexia. Of particular importance, word attack skills (representing the core deficit of phonological awareness) moved from one standard deviation below the mean (below average) before fast forward language training to well within the normal range after approximately eight weeks of fast forward training. The control group who received the same battery of language and reading standardized tests approximately eight weeks apart showed no significant change, demonstrating that these post-training results cannot be attributed to regression to the mean, normal maturation, or test-retest practice effects.

In addition to significant changes in reading observed with standardized behavioral measures, fMRI results demonstrated that after training, the dyslexia readers also showed increased metabolic activity during the letter rhyming task in the left hemisphere temporo-parietal language regions, bringing the brain activation in these regions closer to that seen in children with normal reading skills. This result is consistent with other recent studies similarly demonstrating "normalization" of brain function after extensive acoustic/phonological training (Shaywitz et al., 2004; Tremblay & Kraus, 2002). Interestingly, the magnitude of increased activation in the left temporoparietal cortex was significantly correlated with the magnitude of improvement in language skills. Other areas of the brain also showed significant changes in metabolic activity after training, specifically homologous areas in the right hemisphere (Temple et al., 2003). These findings are being further investigated in a current study incorporating a randomized control group of dyslexic subjects receiving a different form of intervention.

The significant improvements in reading following fast forward language training provide strong support for the theoretical premise initially driving the hypothesis linking rapid auditory processing, language, and reading. Recall that this series of training exercises does not incorporate any letters at all, but rather was designed to improve the rate of auditory sequential processing, attention, memory, phonological processing, and grammatical skills. The finding of improved reading immediately following this training demonstrates the importance of these essential building blocks, not only for language development but also for reading success.

The role of rapid auditory processing in developmental language and reading impairments has become a central focus of research. Several significant methodological issues that have clouded this area of research are increasingly being resolved, leading to increased understanding of the etiology of these developmental language-based learning disabilities. Specifically, it is becoming increasingly clear that we need to better understand the long-term effects of early individual differences in experience and brain maturation. Patterns that may be seen in infants or very young children may fail to replicate in school-age children, college students, or adults. Even well after early patterns of deficit/difference/mutation of sensory information processing may have resolved, or become recalcitrant to behavioral assessment, they are likely to leave a lasting legacy on the way the brain has organized itself for phonological processing, language, and reading throughout life. With the advent of more sophisticated neuroimaging procedures, specifically those that can track real-time neural processing in the time range of speech, future research may be better able to address issues pertaining to similarities and differences in the way speech and nonspeech acoustic signals are processed in the human brain. Such studies should lead to a better understanding of the types of stimuli, ages of subjects, and clinical subgroups that may be most effective in addressing the most relevant questions pertaining to the neurobiological origins of language-based learning disabilities. Finally, the development of animal models that mimic anatomical, physiological, and behavioral features associated with language-based learning disabilities offer new...
Avenues For Exploring The Complex Interaction Of Neurobiological, Genetic, And Environmental Factors That Contribute To These Impairments.

II. CONCLUSION

The Brain Is An Amazing Organ. In This Context, It Is Important To Understand The Plasticity Of The Brain. Neuroplasticity Refers To Structural And Functional Changes In The Brain That Are Brought About By Training And Experience. The Brain Is The Organ That Is Designed To Change In Response To Experience. Most Of The Studies Strongly Support The Use Of Rehabilitative Training As A Tool To Improve Brain Reorganization And Functional Outcome.
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